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Abstract
As noted by other contributions to this special issue, an American perspective shapes many leading quantitative datasets used by international relations scholars. This tendency can lead to biased inferences, but it can also enhance scholarly accuracy under certain conditions. Precisely because some datasets reflect national perspectives, they are appropriate to use when seeking to test theories in which the actors of interest subscribe to the same national perspective. This argument is illustrated with the case of US democracy assistance. Using an appropriate measure of democracy reveals that—contrary to some claims in the literature—US policy-makers allocate democracy assistance in ways that reflect their perceptions of countries’ regime types, giving less democracy assistance to countries that they perceive as more democratic.
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Elsewhere in this special issue, Colgan (2019b) shows that several leading datasets produced and used by international relations (IR) scholars reflect an American perspective. As he shows, an American perspective can lead to faulty descriptive and even causal inferences about topics such as the resource curse, war-fighting effectiveness, and nuclear proliferation. Researchers should be aware of the potential for such biases and consider strategies for minimizing them.

Yet, some biases may remain. And, in fact, the American perspective reflected in some IR datasets makes them appropriate to use when scholars seek to test theories in which the actors of interest subscribe to the same American perspective. That is the case for many IR research questions, especially within the subfield of security studies (Hendrix and Vreede 2019). As such, this article argues that using datasets with an American perspective helps align certain IR theories and hypotheses with their empirical tests. More broadly, it calls for greater attention among empirical IR researchers to how datasets reflect conceptual decisions that make them more or less useful for testing theories.

I develop this argument in four steps. First, I argue that an American perspective can be reflected in datasets via two decisions: how to define concepts and how to code countries or other relevant units. Second, I propose that, precisely because the resulting datasets may capture American beliefs about important concepts or the state of the world, they are appropriate to use when answering research questions in which the actors of interest share those beliefs. Third, I show that using datasets that reflect an American perspective can lead to substantially different, and potentially more accurate, findings with an illustration from the case of US democracy assistance. Using a theoretically relevant measure of democracy reveals that—contrary to some claims in the literature—US policy-makers allocate democracy assistance in ways that reflect their perceptions of countries’ regime types, giving less democracy assistance to countries that they perceive as more democratic.

For a discussion of what an “American perspective” entails, see the essays by Colgan (2019a) and Cheng and Brettle (2019).
finding is significant both for our understanding of US foreign policy-making and also for researchers who seek to model the effectiveness of US aid. Finally, I provide examples from three other IR literatures—on foreign aid-targeting, naming and shaming by nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), and private investors’ evaluations of countries’ creditworthiness—where answering core research questions may benefit from using datasets that reflect an American (or other national) perspective.

Ultimately, IR scholars—especially as they embrace a “behavioral revolution” that emphasizes the importance of individual decision-making (Hafner-Burton et al. 2017)—should choose empirical measures that reflect the beliefs of the actors about which they theorize. In other words, sometimes researchers should prefer to use the actual data that decision-makers employ, even when those data reflect certain biases and subjectivities. This advice is particularly relevant for researchers who seek to measure concepts that are deeply contested and difficult to operationalize, such as democracy or creditworthiness.

When researchers are trying to learn about American decision-makers’ strategies and behaviors in response to subjective conditions and events, they should use data reflecting an American perspective. More generally, using cross-national datasets in a self-conscious way allows researchers to uncover microfoundations that are useful for precisely and accurately testing hypotheses.

### Ideology and Quantitative Datasets

With the IR field’s growing interest in ratings, rankings, and other types of benchmarks (e.g., Cooley 2015; Kelley and Simmons 2015; Dolan 2017; Kelley 2017), and more and more scholars have noted that quantitative datasets reflect their creators’ ideological and normative commitments. Although such datasets often appear to be apolitical, they typically reflect their creators’ subjective value judgements (Davis, Kingsbury, and Merry 2012, 9; Broome and Quirk 2015). Given the focus of the special issue, I concentrate on how datasets might reflect an American perspective and thus be useful for testing theories about American decision-makers, such as US government officials in the case of US democracy aid.

However, the argument developed here should extend to other types of national and ideological perspectives.

Dataset creators’ ideological commitments—and thus, potentially, their national perspectives—can shape the datasets that they produce in at least two ways (Bush 2017, 715). First, raters’ ideological commitments influence concept definition. Many IR datasets seek to measure states (or other units) in terms of contested concepts that can be and are defined in multiple ways. For example, Bhuta (2012, 134) finds that there has been a “proliferation of competing definitions and typologies” of “state fragility” in recent years, with indices relying variously on concepts such as state effectiveness, capability, legitimacy, and stability, which are themselves defined in diverse ways. There has also been a debate about whether human rights indicators emphasize civil and political rights too much in their definitions of “human rights,” to the detriment of economic, cultural, and social rights (Rosga and Satterthwaite 2012, 299).

To understand the conceptual judgments inherent in producing datasets, consider democracy, a concept that has been defined in different ways by the datasets most commonly used by IR scholars (Gunitsky 2015). Democracy can be defined in minimalist ways (which typically emphasize competitive elections) and more maximalist ways (which may incorporate any number of additional political and even social traits). The Varieties of Democracy (V-Dem) Project argues that there are several distinct conceptual models of democracy: electoral, liberal, majoritarian, participatory, deliberative, and egalitarian (Coppedge et al. 2011, 253). Whereas, for example, the key question for liberal democracy is whether “political power [is] decentralized and constrained,” the key question for majoritarian democracy is whether the majority rules (Coppedge et al. 2011, 254). Although a country may score well on both dimensions in practice, there is a classic tension between these conceptions of democracy since fostering individual rights often requires institutions that prevent majority tyranny. Given such conflicts, reasonable people can and do disagree about how to define democracy. Datasets’ creators thus must make normative judgments about the meaning of democracy. Since meanings of democracy vary across cultures, including within advanced democracies (Diamond and Plattner 2008), it is plausible that raters’ national perspectives will shape their normative judgments.

Dataset creators’ ideological commitments also shape their coding decisions. Even the most detailed coding guidelines do not eliminate the need for human raters to make some subjective judgments about how to code specific countries, events, leaders, and so on. One challenge is that different information sources (e.g., newspapers or...
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The ideological commitments contained and revealed in datasets influence who uses them. Since datasets reflect subjective judgments, actors in world politics are more likely to adopt the datasets that reflect their shared values. For example, Bush (2017) finds that the Freedom in the World (FITW) dataset on countries’ levels of democracy, which is produced by Freedom House, is used more widely by certain audiences—including American policymakers and democracy-promotion practitioners—than other datasets on democracy. As elaborated below, Bush argues that this pattern obtains because the FITW dataset is more consistent with elite American audiences’ ideas about what democracy is and which countries are democratic than other datasets. In other words, that the FITW ratings capture certain beliefs about democracy encourages some audiences to use them and discourages others from doing so.

Such dynamics are relevant as IR scholars increasingly seek to develop and test “middle-range theories” that use microfoundations. In many cases, such theories advance claims about how individuals—whether citizens, political leaders, investors, human rights activists, or some other group of people—respond to political conditions and events. Of course, these individuals hold many national perspectives. However, perhaps because of the way that the American national perspective affects which research questions IR scholars tend to ask (Hendrix and Vreede 2019), many of the individuals under study in contemporary IR have an American perspective. If we seek to understand how individuals respond to political conditions and events, then it is important to measure those political conditions and events in the way that the individuals in our studies do so. In other words, what testing certain theories requires is not simply an “objective” dataset that is without any type of bias but rather data that reflect how the individuals in question conceptualize the relevant topic and how they are likely to evaluate countries or other units.

I illustrate this argument with an example from the literature on democracy assistance. In recent years, many scholars working at the intersection of international and comparative politics have studied the effectiveness of democracy assistance using large-N, quantitative methods (e.g., Finkel, Pérez-Liñán, and Seligson 2007; Scott and Steele 2011; Cornell 2013; Dietrich and Wright 2015; Gibson, Hoffman, and Jablonski 2015; Savage 2017; Heinrich and Loftis 2019). Numerous studies have explicitly focused on aid from the United States, which is the largest democracy assistance donor. These studies generally suggest that democracy aid has a positive average effect on countries’ levels of democracy and differ mainly in their conclusions about the conditions under which democracy aid is most likely to have a positive effect. These studies’ relatively optimistic conclusions about democracy aid contrast with the more pessimistic tenor of qualitative studies on the same topic (e.g., Carothers 1999; Zeeuw 2005; Brown 2006; Burnett 2011; Carapico 2013).

A challenge for any study of the effectiveness of democracy assistance is that the researcher must control for the factors that make some countries more likely to receive aid in the first place. As such, many studies of the effects of democracy assistance on democracy have sought to empirically model the process by which countries get selected to receive aid (e.g., Finkel et al. 2007; Scott and Steele 2011; Dietrich and Wright 2015). Indeed, some researchers have turned their attention more fully to questions such as why countries are targeted with certain types or amounts of US democracy assistance (e.g., Azpuru et al. 2008; Bush 2015, 2016; Peterson and Scott 2018), often focusing on the effect of countries’ preexisting levels of democracy. Within this literature, there is a debate about whether and how donors tailor aid to...
countries’ political systems. Some scholars suggest that democracy assistance donors tend to operate on “strategic autopilot, carrying out many types of programs in any one setting with little careful thought about which among them offer the most fruitful avenues for change” (Carothers 2015, 64). Others have posited that the people making decisions about where to fund democracy assistance do so in more careful a way that reflects countries’ domestic conditions (Scott and Steele 2011, 53–54).

To assess whether a country’s preexisting democratic trajectory influences the allocation of democracy assistance, the researcher must choose an indicator of how democratic countries are. As noted above, that choice is complicated: democracy can be and is defined in myriad ways. Researchers can use a dichotomous measure (e.g., Przeworski et al. 2000) or a continuous one. Within the category of continuous measures, there are also many options, including Freedom House, V-Dem (which itself contains multiple measurement options), Polity IV (Marshall, Gurr, and Jaggers 2010), the Universal Democracy Score (Pemstein, Meserve, and Melton 2010), and the Economist Democracy Index (Kekic 2007). These indicators define democracy differently (Gunitsky 2015). In fact, their substantial differences in method have lead researchers to different conclusions about the effects of democracy (e.g., Elkins 2000; Munch and Verkuilen 2002). To test hypotheses about whether donors’ strategies of democracy promotion depend on target countries’ levels of democracy, it is appropriate for researchers to choose a democracy indicator that aligns with how donors think about democracy.

Within the literature on democracy assistance, several studies posit theories that explicitly state that donors care how democratic target countries are, although only some of these studies make reference to how democracy is understood by the relevant set of actors. In a study of US Agency for International Development (USAID) democracy assistance, for example, Peterson and Scott (2018, 276) write, “an important cue for aid allocators comes from the regime conditions most relevant to the prospects for democratic progress and consolidation: the regime’s democratic condition as reflected by its level of and trend toward democracy.” They use the Polity measure to assess a country’s “democratic condition” but do not explain why Polity best reflects how aid allocators think about democracy. By way of comparison, in a study of US assistance to civil society groups, Bush (2016, 375) posits that donor officials will give less aid to more democratic countries and explicitly justifies using the Freedom House measure to test that hypothesis with reference to how democracy is understood by aid allocators. She writes, “I use these scores because donor officials use them” (Bush 2016, 375).

Indeed, in the United States, the decision-makers involved in democracy assistance use the FITW ratings as their primary indicator of democracy. Since the US State Department began assessing countries’ human rights records in the 1970s, the FITW reports have been an important source of information for the American government (Bush 2017, 718). When USAID began devoting more effort to evaluating its democracy and governance programming in the 1990s, FITW was adopted as the main indicator (McMahon 2001, 463). Since then, USAID and more generally the US government have continued to use the FITW ratings to evaluate the effectiveness of democracy assistance (Bush 2015, 59). For example, the Millennium Challenge Corporation, which is a US initiative that seeks to give economic aid to countries that are governed justly and democratically, chose the FITW ratings in 2004 as one of its primary indicators (Girod, Krasner, and Stoner-Weiss 2009, 71).

There are likely several reasons why US policy-makers gravitate toward the FITW ratings over other potential democracy indicators. One reason is that the FITW coding criteria reflect a broadly liberal conception of democracy (Giannone 2010; Bush 2017, 720–21). Interviews, archival materials, practitioner writings, and other forms of qualitative evidence indicate that American elites engaged in democracy promotion likewise tend to think about democracy in liberal terms (e.g., Monten 2005; Kurki, 2010, 2013; Bunce and Wolchik 2012; Green 2012; Mitchell 2016, 111–12). Another reason is that the FITW ratings tend to code countries that are aligned with the US government more favorably than other countries (Steiner 2016). Examples of this trend that have been cited by previous scholars include relatively negative scores for Russia during the 1990s and 2000s and, during the Cold War, the scores for El Salvador and Nicaragua (Goldstein 1986, 48; Mainwaring, Brinks, and Pérez-Liñán 2001, 54; Gunitsky 2015).
In these ways, FITW reflects an American perspective on democracy that is dominant within the US government, though of course it is not the only American perspective on democracy. One explanation for why the FITW ratings conceptualize democracy and code countries in a way that is consistent with the view of the US government is that they are produced by an American NGO, Freedom House. That Americans are involved with the creation of a dataset does not necessarily mean that the dataset will result in an “American perspective” (Cheng and Brettle 2019). However, researchers have argued that there is substantial overlap between the types of people working for Freedom House and people involved in US democracy assistance (Giannone 2010; Steiner 2016; Bush 2017). Since the people who work in US democracy assistance rely heavily on the FITW ratings, researchers should use the FITW ratings when evaluating whether the US government allocates democracy assistance according to target countries’ levels of democracy.

Below, I examine the relationship between democracy assistance and prior democracy using FITW, a theoretically relevant indicator of democracy. Many scholars working interested in understanding the drivers of US democracy assistance policy have explored the linear relationship between democracy and democracy assistance, and I follow suit. The implicit or explicit theoretical logic being tested in such studies is that, as countries become more democratic, they are less likely to receive democracy assistance. When a country successfully transitions to democracy or becomes a more consolidated democracy, it arguably has less need for democracy assistance. If donors are making strategic decisions about how to allocate democracy assistance, one would expect donors to respond to such developments. In fact, aid donors—and USAID specifically—have been described as “obsessed with the imperative of ‘graduation,’” or the idea that some countries may no longer need democracy support (Diamond 2009, 38). Some countries, such as Poland, have not only ceased to receive democracy assistance because of their successful democratic transitions but have also become democracy assistance donors themselves (Petrova 2014).

My analysis shows that using FITW instead of alternative indicators can result in substantially different conclusions about the nature of the relationship between democracy and democracy assistance. To support this claim, I compare FITW to its most commonly used academic alternative, Polity IV. Polity IV is generally thought to have a more maximalist definition of democracy than FITW and sometimes codes countries differently (Steiner 2016). FITW measures countries’ political rights and civil liberties on seven-point scales, which I invert (so that 1 represents the least free countries and 7 represents the freest countries) and then add together. Polity IV measures countries’ levels of democracy on a scale that ranges from −10 (most autocratic) to 10 (most democratic). To aid comparison, I standardize both variables so that they have means of zero and standard deviations of one. A graph with the nonstandardized variables can be found in the supplementary appendix.

Figure 1 compares the relationship between democracy in the previous year and the amount of US democracy aid that a country received for all potential recipient countries between 2002 and 2013. I log the democracy assistance variable since it is highly skewed. The regression models), whereas the relationship is non-monotonic when Policy is used. As such, this further analysis supports my general point that it matters which indicator of democracy is used.

9 E.g., see Finkel, Pérez-Liñán, and Seligson (2007, 422); Scott and Steele (2011, 62); Dietrich and Wright (2015, 223); and Bush (2016, 377) for examples of these linear tests. Alternatively, one might hypothesize that there is a curvilinear relationship between democracy and democracy assistance, with donors expending more effort in partial democracies than in full autocracies or democracies.

10 Figures in this article were made using Bischof (2017).

11 Figures in this article were made using Bischof (2017). Democracy aid is operationalized using data on US aid commitments in constant 2011 US dollars from the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD). I focus on aid that falls into OECD purpose code 15150 (“democratic participation and civil society”), which encompasses aid for elections, legislatures and political parties, and free media, among other things. This category excludes aid that is
As the figure suggests, the observed relationship between democracy and democracy aid varies significantly depending on which indicator of democracy is used. Prior democracy is a significant predictor of democracy aid when the FITW indicator is used; an improvement in the FITW score of one standard deviation is associated with around $2.3 million less in democracy aid on average, and this difference is highly statistically significant ($p < 0.001$). In contrast, prior democracy is not a clear predictor of democracy aid when the Polity IV indicator is used. Indeed, we cannot confidently reject the null hypothesis that there is no relationship between democracy and democracy aid at conventional levels of statistical significance ($p < 0.10$). Moreover, and although the relationship trends negative, the substantive effect is much smaller, with an improvement in the Freedom House score of one standard deviation being associated with around $140,000 less in democracy aid on average. These general patterns hold when I construct a more fully specified model that controls for other factors that are correlated with democracy, including the recipient country’s region, experience with past civil conflict, and similarity in United Nations voting with the United States.

One possibility is that the factors that determine whether countries receive any democracy assistance may differ from the factors that determine how much democracy assistance countries receive. To explore this possibility, I replicate the analysis on the sample of those countries that received at least some of democracy assistance.\textsuperscript{12} As Figure 2 shows, I again find a significant negative relationship between democracy and democracy assistance when I use the Freedom House indicator.

\textsuperscript{12} Separately, I estimated the effect of democracy on the probability of receiving any democracy assistance using probit models. Again, the choice of democracy indicator matters. Whereas improvements in the Freedom House score are associated with significantly lower probabilities of receiving aid ($p < 0.001$), the same is not true for improvements in the Polity score. This analysis is contained in the supplementary appendix.

\begin{figure}
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{freedom_house_vs_polity.png}
\caption{Freedom House vs. Polity comparison}
\end{figure}
Specifically, an improvement in the Freedom House score of one standard deviation is associated with around $2.9 million less in democracy aid on average. Again, this difference is highly statistically significant ($p < 0.001$). And also, similar to the earlier analysis, when I use the Polity measure, I do not find that democracy is clearly related to democracy assistance.

For a further comparison, I examined the relationship between democracy assistance and democracy using the indicator of liberal democracy (v2x_liberal) produced by V-Dem (Coppedge et al. 2017; Pemstein et al. 2017). Similar to FITW but unlike Polity, the V-Dem indicator has a statistically significant relationship with democracy ($p < 0.001$). The relevant graph is in the supplementary appendix. Since the V-Dem liberal democracy component is similar to the FITW ratings in terms of how it conceptualizes democracy, this finding suggests that US democracy aid allocations may be as much guided by the idea of democracy that US policy-makers have in mind—which is shared by both FITW and the V-Dem liberal democracy component score—as the specific judgements of countries that were presented in the previous year’s FITW ratings.

The analysis demonstrates that the choice of democracy indicator matters for how we understand the relationship between democracy and democracy aid. Indeed, the analysis suggests that the US government, rather than allocating aid on autopilot, does attempt to target its approach to countries’ levels of democracy, with the United States giving less aid to countries that aid officials perceive as democratizing. This is an important substantive conclusion for scholars who want to understand US foreign policy. It also suggests that researchers who want to identify the effect of democracy aid on democracy must control for the prior level of democracy and, more generally, take selection issues seriously. If countries that received democracy assistance are less democratic, on average, then we may be underestimating the effect of democracy assistance, which tends to go to the more challenging cases.

Finally, the divergence in the findings between the FITW and Polity indicators suggests that it remains a somewhat open question whether democracy assistance actually is tailored to countries’ levels of democracy, even though the evidence suggests that the US government is attempting to give more aid to countries that it views as being less democratic. Answering that question depends on how one thinks it is best to define and operationalize democracy. For example, the further analysis using the V-Dem measure supports an interpretation that the US government is taking countries’ levels of liberal
democracy into account when making decisions about how to promote democracy. However, scholars may disagree about the extent to which that is the appropriate way to conceptualize democracy in the first place.

Given these complexities, the analysis suggests that answering even a seemingly straightforward empirical question such as “is democracy assistance targeted according to countries’ regimes types?” can benefit from some attention to who is doing the targeting and how they might think about regime types. A further implication that follows is that scholars must take great care when drawing conclusions about null results, such as that aid allocators are not targeting aid according to how democratic countries are. To draw such a conclusion, researchers must be confident that they are using indicators of democracy that reflect how the relevant actors think about democracy.

Extending the Argument to Other Research Questions

Arguably, democracy is a concept that is unusually difficult to measure. Yet, it is essential to many contemporary research questions in IR and security studies, including those about the democratic peace or war-fighting effectiveness. Moreover, my argument has broader applications since democracy indicators are not the only data for which researchers should prefer to use sources that reflect the perspectives of decision-makers. I briefly illustrate this point using examples of research questions in three other literatures. The examples show that it may be both possible and worthwhile to learn about decision-makers’ uses of quantitative data in domains beyond democracy assistance. Such information can help researchers select appropriate indicators for testing midrange IR theories.

First, do countries target foreign economic aid according to countries’ domestic conditions, such as levels of corruption, development, or rule of law? Many studies have shown that strategic interests influence development aid allocation, with bilateral and multilateral donors giving aid to reward their allies even when they do not demonstrate the characteristics that are thought to ensure that aid is used effectively (e.g., Alesina and Dollar 2000; Bueno de Mesquita and Smith 2009). Yet, some studies find that donors give aid more selectively; targeting aid (either in its amounts or its types) in a manner that reflects donors’ thinking about it is most likely to have a positive impact on development (e.g., Winters 2010; Bermeo 2017).

This debate centers on whether the individuals in charge of aid allocation—such as bureaucrats and policymakers—tailor aid according to their understandings of country performance. To answer that question, it is appropriate for scholars to use the datasets that are closest to decision-makers’ understandings of country performance, potentially comparing how perceived performance relates to “actual” performance as captured by other indicators. Even if donors are not themselves relying on quantitative IR datasets to select countries for aid, it is desirable for scholars to approximate decision-makers’ beliefs about country performance when testing theories about aid targeting. In the case of foreign aid provided by the US government or by international institutions in which the United States plays an important role, it makes sense to use datasets that reflect an American perspective to understand how decision-makers’ perceptions influence aid allocation.

Second, do NGOs such as Amnesty International and Human Rights Watch focus on the countries that are the worst human rights abusers when they engage in naming and shaming? Scholars disagree about how effective campaigns seeking to publicize human rights abuses are and under what conditions they are most successful (e.g., Hafner-Burton 2008; Murdie and Davis 2012; Hendrix and Wong 2013). One pattern that this debate has revealed is that human rights NGOs are biased, reporting more on abuses committed in powerful states and in states that are covered more often by the US media (Ron, Ramos, and Rodgers 2005; Hafner-Burton and Ron 2013). When seeking to understand variation in NGOs’ decisions about naming and shaming, researchers should use datasets that match how such NGO decision-makers think about human rights (e.g., by emphasizing civil and political rights as opposed to other types of rights; see Rosga and Satterthwaite 2012). Given the importance of national environments for how human rights NGOs do their work (Stroup 2012), it may be sensible for scholars to use datasets influenced by an American perspective when they seek to explain the behaviors of American human rights NGOs, such as Human Rights Watch.

Finally, how do private investors evaluate countries’ creditworthiness? Sovereign risk is traditionally thought to be correlated with macroeconomic indicators such as inflation, current and capital account balances, and government consumption. However, investors often rely on other heuristics to infer how risky it is to lend a country money, such as that country’s participation in international institutions (Gray 2013; Gray and Hicks 2014) or the performance of its peers

13 Though in some cases, donors are relying on such datasets. See Girod et al. (2009).
Investors’ ideas about what makes a country a risky investment may originate in their educational experiences (e.g., Nelson 2014) or through some other experiences that relate to their national perspectives. Regardless of the mechanism, US-based credit-rating agencies tend to give higher ratings to the United States and other democracies than do other credit-rating agencies, suggesting the importance of an American perspective and the possibility of American bias (Fuchs, Gehring, and McDowell 2016; Fuchs and Gehring 2017). Once again, it makes sense for scholars seeking to understand how investors evaluate countries’ creditworthiness to rely on the actual credit ratings produced by private agencies that are used by the investors of interest (e.g., Fitch, Moody’s, and Standard and Poor’s), as well as the more subjective indicators that the investors in question are known to value.

Returning to the issue of democracy indicators, there is a large literature on the idea of a “democratic advantage” in sovereign debt markets that is germane to this discussion (Schultz and Weingast 2003; Saiegh 2005; Archer, Biglaiser, and DeRouen 2007; Beaulieu, Cox, and Saiegh 2012; Biglaiser and Staats 2012). Some of the questions raised earlier about conceptualizing and measuring democracy are also relevant here. For example, the goal in Archer et al. (2007) is to understand if credit-rating agencies are considering regime type, and the key finding (using Polity as the indicator of democracy) is that they do not. Yet, before researchers conclude that credit-rating agencies are not considering regime type, the present study suggests that it would be important for them to confirm that the credit-rating agencies under study do conceptualize and code democracy in a way that is consistent with the Polity approach. In much the same way that we may be drawing inferences about the relationships between democracy and democracy assistance that are contingent on the measures of democracy that are used, some of our conclusions about a “democratic advantage” may also benefit from further attention to measurement of democracy.

Conclusions

There is a silver lining that emerges when we recognize the national perspectives that shape some of the important datasets used in IR: when we seek to test theories about actors with specific national perspectives, the availability of datasets that reflect those national perspectives is helpful for understanding actors’ behavior. Of course, such datasets are not always available. Moreover, some concepts can be defined and measured in a straightforward manner, without significant scholarly disagreement. Yet, any dataset on a complex topic of interest to IR scholars will likely be subject to some debate about concept definition and coding, as ideas such as “democracy,” “state fragility,” or “prosperity” can and do mean different things to different people. Recognizing that possibility is a way that positivist IR scholars can learn from IR scholars working in a more critical or conceptual research tradition. National perspectives and biases in quantitative data are not always or merely “bugs” that can easily be identified and fixed; instead, given the complexity of the concepts IR scholars seek to measure, such perspectives and biases are to some degree inevitable. As such, a good starting point is for researchers to be aware of them and take them into account when deciding which data to use.

Moreover, choices about which dataset to use should be informed by the theory that researchers seek to test. For example, the analysis presented above suggests that using a dataset that reflects an American perspective on democracy is appropriate and even necessary when seeking to explain US decision-makers’ choices about how to give democracy aid. Indeed, and despite prominent criticisms of the Freedom House indices (e.g., Munck and Verkuilen 2002), IR researchers can and should still use the FITW ratings to measure democracy under certain conditions. The keys when doing so are that the researcher should make the potential biases—including but not limited to those related to national perspective—explicit and justify the choice of measurement with respect to the argument and research design.

In some cases, navigating these decisions will require researchers to think more deeply about the actors and concepts about which they are theorizing. As Coppedge et al. (2011, 260) point out, for example, when democracy is used as an explanatory variable (e.g., to explain economic outcomes or conflict outcomes), “we need to know, as specifically as possible, which elements of democracy are related to which results. This is helpful from the policy perspective as well as from the analytic perspective, so that we can gain insight into causal mechanisms.” Of course, not every cross-national research study can or should include a deep conceptual treatment of each variable included in its analysis. Still, further attention is often warranted, especially for key explanatory and outcome variables that involve contested concepts.

This type of nuanced approach to selecting quantitative datasets may be increasingly necessary. As IR scholars move toward specifying and testing microfoundational arguments, they are essentially advancing arguments that rest on the decisions of individuals with unique national perspectives. These individuals may include government leaders, aid bureaucrats, investors,
and NGO directors. To the extent possible, researchers should attempt to use indicators that reflect those individuals’ unique national and other perspectives. Doing so matters for how we understand the behaviors of the individuals we seek to study.
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